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OAKLAND, CA — From wall and ceiling features to partitions and railing infill panels, the 
Laser Cut collection is where aesthetics meet function in dimensional metal solutions.

With the Laser Cut collection by Móz, designers can elegantly divide spaces with a 
reflective natural metal or a bold pattern using a durable and cost-effective material. This 
versatile collection has many uses – from an interior partition or feature wall to a stunning 
exterior facade. Designers are invited to collaborate with Móz’s team to create custom metal 
applications for retail, corporate, healthcare, residential, or hospitality projects. 

The Laser Cut collection now boasts 12 standard patterns with the ability to customize the 
size and shape of the cutouts to control the amount of light and flow through space. The 
newest patterns include geometric Shattered, three-dimensional Netting and retro Loops, 
Celestial moons, and modern Lines. These patterns are laser cut out of solid-core 3/16” 
aluminum 5052 material in 4’ x 8’ standard sheet sizes.

Expansions to Laser Cut Metal Solutions

Floor-to-Ceiling Architectural Metal Available in NEW Laser Cut Patterns



Móz designs and fabricates contemporary architectural metal products out of Oakland, 
California. Our collection of sophisticated materials and patterns—including gradients, 
metallics, colors, and neutrals—are the result of continuous experimentation with cutting-
edge tools, engravings, and equipment. 

Móz redefines metal surfacing using a delicate balance of texture, grain, and color to create 
unique architectural metal products crafted for industrial, commercial, and residential 
markets—from large-scale corporate projects to one-off surface applications. Móz’s 
innovative materials, products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help clients 
achieve their designs through quality metals.
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Laser Cut Collection shown in Celestial (left)
Bubbles (right) and Lines (first page)

The collection can be paired with any of Móz’s handcrafted grains and glazed with a variety 
of interior and exterior finishes.  From wall and ceiling features to partitions and railing infill 
panels, the Laser Cut collection bridges aesthetics and function—all at a competitive price 
point, providing an opportunity to integrate dimensional metal materials into any project.

Móz Metals and Architectural Products are 100% USA designed, sourced, and manufactured 
with LEED points available for recycled content. Optional add-ons include custom 
thicknesses, custom sizes, trims and framing for seams, corners, and edges in a color to 
match.


